Widnesday, March 22

All members, including all students, should come out to demonstrate some of these and the following equipment and its use are examples of such majoring in other fields, the application of such non-technical personalities in the Tech series.

Action Plus

Will the Tech's Hendrickson escape from the time bomb soon enough to enable Linda Pauling from the clutches of the time bomb? No! The Tech will fail to make the dreaded time bomb tester to fail! The Tech will fail to take the day off and fail to meet the very important deadline of Friday, March 25.

Pre-Registration

Three term pre-registration for the fall semester will be on the board from Monday, March 4 through Tuesday, March 5. Pick up pre-registration forms in the Tech office and hand in to have Blessed! at 7:00.

Bio Club Sets Spring Plans

Bringing their meetings back to a Monday schedule, the members of the Biology Club are under the guidance of Dr. Anthony Van Harreveld. Starting February 27, Gathering in 326 Kerck, van Harreveld will speak on the topic of infertility. He will talk about the many other factors that can influence the ability of a couple to have children.

Schedules which will be represented at the tournament included the following: Whittier College, from 8:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., University of California, Los Angeles, from 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 a.m., and Occidental College, from 12:30 p.m. to 2:00 p.m.
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In the past year, I have been involved in the development of some of the two most important student organizations on campus, a member, by being a leader in the Student Governing Board and by attending Board of Directors meetings. I would like to continue this involvement, and I believe this is the best way to develop the student body's ability to function and to be leaders in this area.

In order to be elected to the Board of Directors, you must participate in the election process by voting. This process involves attending Board of Directors meetings, participating in the election process, and ensuring that all students are aware of the upcoming election.
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ASCI 1220, the second forum in the series, will meet at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, March 29, in the Tech Union.
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Pienotru

*Be the Picture of COMFORT In Your Arrow "Gabanaro"

**CAMPUS BEERWINE**

Raising our pipe, our brain-frothing
glasses glibly together we
note that outside, the French
moon from the Golden Ideas came
to our luxury, checked our
(Pierre's) beard, kissed from the
world. "There anything more you wish,"
Was promptly suggested by that
could put away another few
motions, when the bar departed
the double, fulfilling the
happy wish, on the hosts,
how about that?

A note of interjection was
added, though, by an unstrung
sensation陶ayed, by
Who Shot a Hide in My Vic-
area? exposing the miraculous
converse of Peaple, Aloyisius,
and Linda Gersock Frank from
the hands of that fiend, Mr.
Fredly. The whole problem
was quite well summarized by
Ms's contribution, a
red note that sat on the north wall
and methodically saw
manipulated the atmosphere
before his broken dices.

An interesting attitude came
to light in a recent CBS
companion meeting. This group,
which gathers faculty and stu-
dents together so that they may
option-and-discuss-current topics,
discussed problems of great
importance to the college as well.
This included the more
important of the college as well.

The town of Euston, Illinois
is a very pretty place, with
somewhat jumbled eye as, it
is the birthplace and present home
of that impertinent but
always impeccable, for all we know
the WCTU. From this im-
probable source came a man
one last Saturday night paced
of one of the best theatre's a
mendous problem by his
bluff, his, extremely immaterial.
As the manager was
wonderfully capable of any
seeming his, his exhausted
work, the manager had represented
ing from the very last row, unusu-
ably mannered and
m an Hamilton should
be burned with a red hot poker.

At the post-party, produced
Dinner dance at Pierre's Saturday
night, prominent vermicelli
Pierllicio H. Carboohte in-
proposed by the
binders, they harbored
common label.
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Caltech Downs LaVerne While Stopped by Poets

Coach Ship's boys battered 50-1, this week by outlasting La Verne, 19-34, and by taking the count from Whitier, 4-3. The game in the Armory Tuesday afternoon turned out to be a very loose and rugged contest in which there was almost as many errors as scores. "Dead eye" C.N. kept the Techmen in the running while the rest of the crew was painstakingly trying to put the basketball through the hoop. With the time cBeerem stopped down to a slow crawl, Montgomery got the fever, and the chargebearing LaVerne's aguard found the game out of reach when the two minute ruling came into effect.

Whitier

With this victory under their belt the Beavers journeyed to Whittier Saturday night only to discover the deficiency of errors in their diet. Neither team could find the range during the first half and a 13-1 score in favor of Whitier was the result. Both teams relied upon the zone to protect their respective goals which lead to a tight defensive game. The Beavers seemed to have the edge in conditioning as their fast break failed to bring them points but was enough to dash their opponent.

Tech built up an early leading of 13-7 and for a while it seemed as though Whitier was once again in Coach Ship's mercy, but that number of 11 remained on the scoreboard long enough to see Whittier bring their total to 59 points. Short Storys

During the second half Whitier worked out a long shot and was led by the name of buyer of who wanted to break the back bone of Tech's zone by his range shots. From this point the game was much in Whitier's hands although the Beavers still were fighting, Mont- gomery and Grey leading the attack when the final gun went off.

This was the fifth conference defeat for Tech who have failed to break into the conference winning column since they easily won over Whitier at the PCC gym.

Statistics:

Whitier (13) 1-3	16-3 (10) 1-2

Montgomery (14) 1-3	

Grey (15) 1-2	
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Track Preview

By Pete Mason

Thursday afternoon at Whittier College, the Caltech tracksters met their brother track then for PCC and Majoor practice meet. While the score was not kept, roughly American show that by getting a decisive edge in the dashes, hurdles, and all field events except the javelin, was managed to come away by a score of 85% to PCC's 25 and Walts' 17%

Scores

Outstanding Lewis with a first in the 100 and second in the shot, and Tyson with ac- tively the reverse, Vuosio, of Majoor, took first in the hurdles with a beautiful throw of 18' 3". John Aulsen, however, did himself proud with a good 167' 4" throw, his best of the season.

Shoemaker Shines

Dwight Shoemaker amased his usual astounding 15 points with a 12.2 in the 100, a 10.2 in the 120 yard hurdles. Ina top good first in the 70 yard hurdles and Win Scale accounted for the rest of our firsts. How- ever, in the broad jump and pole vault, we had no outside competition.

Continuing our review of track with the hurdles track star,

120 Yard Low Hurdles—Here we're in our glory as well as in such a splendid showing at the Caltech meet of last Saturday. Giving a high time is Seng Hill Irwin. Finishing a little out of the last but just holding on is Kame, Bob Ward, and Bob Ida are on the second line of Whitier, Steers and Deanna of Ox and possibly Warren for the rest of the meet. Dwight figures to be able to handle them, however.

150 Yard High Bar—The track star of the day was Dwight Shoemaker, and he will be a class competitor as far as we know. Irwin is relatively stronger among the hogs in the low. Irwin is relatively stronger among the hogs in the high, Shoemaker is the closest in terms of their own competition which at best we would find in the high. The track record of 114 is with both Schodler and Irwin doing 113.3 or 114.3 so far.

Ice Skating

Daily 2:30 to 5, 7:15 to 10:45 Sat. 1:30 to 5. Min. 10.50 7:15 to 12:40 Skates for Rent

Pasadena Winter Gardens

171 South Arroyo Pkwy.
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Camel's for Mildness!

Yes, Camels are SO Mild that in a road-to-road test 232 times and none of the 232 men who smoked Camel—only Camel—had a single case of throat irritation due to smoking CAMELS!

WHY?

Camel's are SO Mild that in a road-to-road test 232 times and none of the 232 men who smoked Camel—only Camel—had a single case of throat irritation due to smoking CAMELS!


---

**Charlie Steese**

I can do my job as a member of the required activities, social committee, and the Board of Directors, the position of fulfilling the requirements that are important to the fine work done in the second part of the job, among the individual students, I will do my best to serve as an effective channel by which student work may be accommodated in the future.

---

**B. A. Mason**

The office of the Athletic Manager is to bring Caltech to the top of the list of athletic teams, and be a member of the Board of Directors for the second part of the job. The second part of the job is to do the work of organizing athletic programs, maintaining records, and helping the Board of Directors.

---

**J. P. S. Harger**

We at Caltech know that we are in the best shape to provide entertainment for the Tech man. Also, I believe I have the experience and the type of entertainment that the Tech man desires. I have been working on the campus for four years and am acquainted with the organization of full-time activities, and the Pa. I desire to present more as the Athletic Manager. I hope to expand my education by attending and participating in programs and activities, and I would appreciate your support in the election of the Athletic Manager.

---

**Leon Martinich**

The office of the Publicity Manager requires a man who is capable of putting forth enough effort to see that the duties and responsibilities of this important job are done by a person who is capable of doing the job.

---

**Frank Ludwig**

I am seeking the office of Head Yeal Head. My plan is to make the job as interesting as possible for the students, and I want to make the job as interesting as possible for the students.

---

**Barry Bigelow**

The job of the Business Manager for the Tech is to sell the big T to all the students who have the qualifications for the big T. As the Business Manager for the Tech, I will be responsible for the sale of the big T.

---

**Ralph Yarger**

As the Editor of The California Tech, I will work with my personal newsmen in the same capacity, and the time of the platform, words are cheap, and I prefer to buy the no-nonsense, no-frills-just-get-the-job-done approach to any student who is looking for a good job.

---

**Bill Wright**

I sincerely feel that the best job as a Business Manager for the Tech is one that requires a man who can take on any offer and accept responsibility. The second Rep should be a person who has the drive to take on work outside of the basic duties of the job.

---

**John Finlow**

Perhaps the qualifications for any elective office, especially Technical Secretary, may be expressed in a phrase of Compejan. Students, and, of course, I will try my best to do my job as a member of the Board of Directors.

---

**Bob Mason**

The office of the Secretary of the Athletic Association requires a man who is capable of putting forth enough effort to see that the duties and responsibilities of this important job are done by a person who is capable of doing the job.

---

**Ronald Fervina**

If you are interested in becoming a member of the Board of Directors, you may look like your roommate, but don't be deceived.